
However big or small your ideas

I love to join in your games

I close my eyes and let you in

And give you enough space

To do battle with blankets

And vanquish boredom

As you gaze up to infinity and beyond

I AM TIPTOE TIPI   
          AND THIS IS MY BACKYARD DREAM



TIPTOE TIPI 
INDOOR SANCTUARY FOR ROAMING DREAMS

The word 'teepee' comes from the language of the Lakota, a nomadic Native American tribe from the prairies of North America. 

Teepees are cone-shaped tents, traditionally constructed with hides or canvas and designed to be quickly dismantled and set up. 

Under the label of Bears & Candy Autentic introduces the Tiptoe Tipi. Just like the olden days, Autentic Teepees are designed with a 

frame of straight poles tied together at the top, along with a natural canvas cover. A unique, imaginative and whimiscal interpretation 

of what can be extraordinary tent design in a child's size.



TIPTOE TIPI
A WONDERFULLY SOFT TIPI IN FRESH CANDY COLOURS, WITH AMPLE SPACE TO 
PLAY AND IMAGINE.

In this small tipi of 1,6 meters high, everything has been 

done to make your little cowboys and indians snug and 

cozy. From a soft cushion to roll in, to real cottage windows 

with curtains. An untreated canvas, dyed in cheerful colours, 

was chosen for the tent fabric. The groundsheet is finished 

with a non-slip and dirt-resistant PVC bottom layer.

ENOUGH SPACE FOR

 3 rascals cross-legged

 2 dreaming away

Child’s Play (but best to help!)



TIPTOE TIPI

TO ENJOY

Cheerful colour options that fit 

perfectly into your contemporary 

interior. Perfectly tailored to the 

imagination of your little rascals.

DIMENSIONS

 Height: 1,6 m 

 Groundsheet: 1,3 x 1,3 m

 Packed: 200 x 14 x 14 cm 

 Weight: 8 kg

MATERIALS

Tent: Untreated Canvas 295 gsm

Poles: Natural wood   

Play mat: Untreated canvas 295 gsm / Polyester 

filling / Polyester/PVC bottom

NATURE AGED MOSS BILLY BLUE SWEET PEACH MUSTARD LOTUS PINK



WINDOWS
When open they are 

reminiscent of a charming 

cottage style. When closed, 

they provide a fun and cosy 

space for the imagination to 

roam free.

STURDY TENT POLES
Made of natural wood. They 

can easily withstand splashes 

or bumps, and retain their soft 

natural looks thanks to minimal 

additional treatments.

LEATHER STRAP 
CORD

To keep the tent 

poles together. 

A design that is 

strong, beautiful 

and a nod to 

the smoke hole 

in traditional 

Native American 

teepees.



BIG WOODEN BUTTONS
With the indoor teepees, even the smallest 

children's hands can easily close the windows 

and doors with the beautiful, large wooden 

buttons.

LEATHER REINFORCEMENTS
They keep the poles in place, and provide a 

little extra cachet to your Tipi.
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